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According to Sinclair Community
College Disability Services Interim
Manager Debra Moody, there are
over 500 students at Sinclair who are
registered with the office of Disability Services.
The office of Disability Services is
located in Building 10 on the fourth
floor, and students with physical,
medical or psychological disabilities
are encouraged to bring documentation from their healthcare provider if
they wish to register with the department.

Tribune News Service

Spring is just around the corner
and that means a new season of
Sinclair baseball will be kicking off
shortly. Sinclair Baseball Coach
Steve Dintaman and a few players
were able to talk about how they
are preparing and how they feel
about the new season.
“It’s a new season so we have a
lot of work going into it. We have
worked since August. Weights,
practices, mental game, team
meetings. There is a lot that goes
into it other than the two or three
months that we play out of the
year,” Dintaman said.
Last year the team set a school
record with 46 wins and just fell a
few games shy of being able to go
to the World Series. During the
course of winning 46 games, 22
of them came without suffering a
single loss. The team went about an
entire month without losing, even
going against some tough teams
on the road. The team captured
their fifth conference in the past
six years. Dintaman feels that the
team could do that again and take
it a step further.
“This year’s team has aspirations
to get back to that point again. I
think it’s definitely possible–as
long we keep getting better game
by game, we can make a run at it,”
Dintaman said.
Dintaman went on to explain
that even though they obviously
want to be national champions,
they haven’t gotten to the World
Series. The team they lost to, that
would have gotten them to the
World Series, they had already
beaten previously in the year.
He told the team that they want
to take it step by step in order to
make it to their ultimate goal.
The team has a lot of returning
players who were a part of their
success and a good group of freshmen coming onto the team.
“Eric Hansman was a big part
of our offense last year. He played
first base for us as well as some
outfield, and hit as the clean-up
hitter as he looks to build on his
numbers that he had last year and
he is very capable of doing so. A lot
of these guys have really matured
physically and some of them are
double the size they were last
year,” Dintaman said.
Just like their coach, the players
have set the bar high for what they
want to achieve following their
incredibly successful season last
year.“
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Dayton police officer, Terry Purdue, greeting officers and community members as they enjoyed food and drink during the event, Putting
the Pieces Together which was sponsered by the Dayton PD, Dayton Mediation Center and Ginghamsburg Church.

Matt Sells
Executive Editor

Putting the Pieces Together,
an event hosted by the Dayton
Police department on Friday,
February 27, brought nearly 100
community members together
with police officers to discuss
recent tensions and violence.
Terry Purdue, a Sinclair graduate and Dayton police officer,
worked with officer Zack Williams to organize the event that
is now being held once a month.
Williams, a former firefighter
who studied at Sinclair, has been
with the Dayton Police department for 3years.

“My day job is a police officer,
but I think overall my job as a
police officer is rebuilding our
communities,” said Williams.
“When our communities are broken it makes our job a lot harder,
especially if they don’t trust us.
Ginghamsburg Church, an
active organization in the community, provided a place to hold
the event. Activities occurred in
Trotwood at The Point Campus
located at 506 E Main St, Trotwood, Ohio 45426.
Those who attended gathered
for food before the event began.
Hazel Love, a Sinclair nursing
major, volunteered to help pass
out popcorn and cotton candy to

the children who were present.
“I’m just here to be a part of
this great journey,” said Love.
Chris Wiley, a local spoken
word artist, performed for the
crowd before breaking up into
small groups. Wiley expressed
that his work is a ref lection of
things he has encountered in his
life.
“There is a huge gap between
the community and the police
especially were I’m from. I’m
from the west side of Dayton,”
said Wiley. “Where we’re from the
only time you see an officer it’s a
bad thing.”
Dayton Police continued on page 6
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Joseph Radelet, CEO of Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Greater Miami Valley, with his little brother thirteen year old Dior Davidson.

Baseball continued on page 5
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Jessica Bunn, SCC accounting major.

When a student registers with Disability Services, that student will be
eligible for assistance on campus at
no cost to them.
Moody said that the type of assistance a student receives depends on
what type of disability the student
has, but two of the most common
requests are for students to get extra
time for tests, or to take their tests
“in a distraction-free environment,”
which is usually Sinclair’s Testing
Center.
“Our goal is to help students be
successful, and kind of level the playing field,” Moody said.
By ‘levelling the playing field,’
Moody means that disabled students
often face challenges related to their
particular disabling condition, and
that can adversely affect their scholastic performance. The office of Disability Services can assist students in
adapting to those challenges.
However, not all Sinclair students
who are disabled choose to register
with the office of Disability Services.
Jessica Bunn, an accounting
major at Sinclair, has been using a
wheelchair for 16 years. She told the
Clarion that she did not register with
the office because she enjoys being
independent.
“If somebody asks me, ‘do you
need help?’ I usually say ‘no, I’ve got
it,’” Bunn said.
Being in a wheelchair doesn’t seem
to have slowed her down—Bunn
works a part-time job in retail during
the school year and she even takes
on a second job during the summer.
Bunn’s feisty spirit is belied by her
petite stature; she is barely five feet
tall, with a slight build and a contagious smile. She can often be found
zipping around Sinclair’s campus on
her sporty, titanium-frame wheelchair which features aggressively
cambered, hand-built wheels—and
she can do wheelies.
Bunn told the Clarion she finds
Sinclair’s campus layout to be relatively manageable.
Disability Story continued on page 3
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SIMMER

March 11, 2015

March 09, 2015

Sinclair Talks:
Financial Aid 101

Sinclair Talks:
Transferring to Antioch?

March 11, 2015

March 09, 2015

Step Up to the Mic:
Careers in Music

Spring Semester
B-Term Begins

March 12, 2015

March 10, 2015

Sinclair Talks:
Disaster Preparedness
Training

Sinclair Talks:
Math Anxiety

Library Loggia
noon to 1:00 p.m.

Sinclair Talks:
Financial Aid 101

ASIANZONE

March 12, 2015

PIZZAZONE

Building 2, 2-334
1:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m

March 10, 2015

March 12, 2015

Englewood Learning Center Lobby Race
noon to 1:00 p.m.

Preble County Learning Center Lobby
noon to 1:00 p.m.

Library Loggia
noon to 1:00 p.m.

The objective of the game is to
fill all the blank squares in a game
with the correct numbers. There
are three very simple constraints to
follow. In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku
game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1 through
9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the
9 by 9 square must include all
digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins with
some squares already filled in, and
the difficulty of each game is due
to how many squares are filled in.
The more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out which
numbers go in the open squares.

Sinclair Talks:
Human Trafficking
Stop the Silence

SIZZLE

Sinclair Talks:
Service Learning

Library Loggia
noon to 1:00 p.m.

WRAP

March 11, 2015

HOME

Building 2, Blair Hall Lobby
noon to 1:00 p.m.

B-Term is March 9 - May 3, 2015.

Sinclair Talks:
Financial Aid 101

SIMMER 2

Huber Heights Learning Center Lobby
noon to 1:00 p.m.

Library Loggia
noon to 1:00 p.m.

As you fill in squares correctly, options for the remaining squares are
narrowed and it becomes easier to
fill them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by looking
for numbers that occur frequently
in the initial puzzle. For example,
say you have a lot of 5’s in the
initial puzzle. Look for the 3x3 box
where there is no 5. Look for 5’s
in other rows and columns that
can help you eliminate where the
5 might go in that box. If there
is a 5 in column’s 1 and 2, then
there can’t be a 5 anywhere else
in either of those columns. You
know then that whatever leftmost
3x3 box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square, you’ve
got it down!
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MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Chili Con Carne

Chili Con Carne

Chili Con Carne

Chili Con Carne

Chili Con Carne

Chicken Double

Chicken Double

Chicken & Okra Creole

Noodle Soup

Noodle Soup

Soup

Minestrone Soup

Vegetable Soup

Vegetable Soup

Asian Wok Plate
Special
chose any 3
Asian Wok
White Rice
pick 3 combo

R

Beef Barley Soup

Beef Barley Soup

Hearty Vegetable Soup

Minestrone Soup

Tuna Casserole
Buffalo Chicken Mash
Blue Cheese Mashed
Potatoes
Baked Macaroni &
Cheese
Fresh Collard Greens
Vegetable Medley

Roast Beef
Chicken Broccoli
Lasagna
Homestyle Mashed
Potatoes
Roasted Red Potatoes
Green Beans
Peas & Carrots

Baked Montreal Cod
Taco Salad
Homestyle Mashed
Potatoes
Wild Rice
Cabbage,
Sauteed
Broccoli

Deep-Fried Buttermilk
Chicken
Eggplant Parmesan
Homestyle Mashed
Potatoes
Hearty Steak Fries
Green Beans Amandine
Baked Beans

Teriyaki Pepper Steak

Honey Chicken Stir-Fry

Thai Tofu Stir-Fry

Turkey Flatbread

Meat Lover's Calzone

Chicken Quesadillas

Chicken Quesadillas

Chicken Quesadillas

Buffalo Blue Cheese

Buffalo Blue Cheese

Chicken Wrap

Chicken Wrap

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Stir-Fry

Chicken Bacon Ranch
Pizza

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

Mercury is in your sign, and this will increase your confidence. You'll find it easier to assert yourself at work and this
will help you advance quickly. And in a close relationship,
you'll exert charm and sexual magnetism in surprising ways.

Aries: March 21 – April 19

With powerhouse Mars in your sign, you'll want to assert
yourself. Don't wait around for that hottie to ask you out. Don't
hesitate to approach that cutie even if she seems to be dating
somebody else. Taking romantic risks will pay off.

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

You could be realizing that an old friendship or long-term
romance is fizzling out. It's OK; sometimes people simply grow
apart, and nobody is to blame. The worst thing to do is to pretend
everything is OK when it really isn't. Mercury says face facts.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

The moon is making you grumpy. You won't be at your best
because you have some stuff to sort out. Don't dump negative
energy on a sweetheart. Instead, chat with a therapist, visit the
gym for a workout, or talk with a close friend.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Water signs like you are super psychic. You can pick up on what
other people are thinking and feeling with minimal effort. This
week the sun is enhancing this natural ability. If you sense that a
friend or loved one is in pain, do something about it.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22

You'll need things to make sense in your relationship as Saturn
prompts you to set boundaries. Are you and your honey exclusive? Communicate in a clear way about this so you are both on
the same page to avoid unpleasant surprises up ahead.

Building 8, Room 027

Established: March 15, 1977

Friday

Roasted Garlic

Specialty Pizza

Chicken Calzone

Portobello & Spinach

several weeks. This means you might find it difficult to sort
through your true feelings about romance, work, and life. Avoid
making any major decisions. Try to just be in the moment and
enjoy your life.

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

Your energy levels could remain low as Mars forces you to slow
down and catch your breath. If you've been working long hours,
see if you can get someone to cover you so you can get a break. If
you're spending too much energy on a toxic person, stop it.

Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

You could encounter someone who seems to be from your home
planet as the sun creates unexpected moments of compatibility. You'll meet a stranger at a party who shares your views. Or
perhaps you'll discover that you and a casual friend have much in
common.

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

You won't let your partner be in control because Saturn is urging
you to take charge. Don't let your boyfriend choose where you are
going to eat if he always makes those decisions in your relationship. Assert yourself more.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan. 19

A moon square could have you butting heads with someone who
is just as strong-willed as you are. This doesn't have to be a bad
thing. The two of you might learn something from each other,
and there could even be some moments of attraction.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

You're going back and forth about someone. You're drawn to
someone, but you're not sure if this person is right for you. Or
you're thinking about getting in touch with a former flame. Consider your options carefully.

45
46
47
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
59

Across

1 Works with yarn
6 Anheuser-__ Brewery
11 Solomon, for one
14 Valium drug company
15 Snow-block home
16 Logger's tool
17 Past one's prime
19 Doc for a kitty
20 Thickness-measuring instru-

ment
21 Hiker's tool
23 Mauna __
24 Actress Zellweger
25 Perilous course to go down
30 Margarita condiment, in Mazatlán
32 Tiny amt. of time
33 Ballet skirt
34 Vote in

36 Tom Collins liquor
38 Red giant with a carbon-rich
atmosphere
39 Say with assurance
40 Red-shirted bear
42 Prefix with bar
43 Achieves one's goal
48 Skin openings
49 "Saw __": second "Saw" sequel
50 Popeye's adoptee

53 Lacking a handle?
57 Bother a lot
58 Interest-paying institution
60 Alphabet finale
61 Where embryos develop
62 Do-or-die poker bet
63 Finale
64 Heat-resistant glassware
65 Writer/director Allen with four
Oscars
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p
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Turkey And Mozzarella

27 Navel variety
28 School support gps.
29 Peseta replacement
30 Tailor's line
31 Thomas __ Edison
35 __ suzette: dessert pancake
37 Christmas quaff
38 Logger's tool
41 Round gasket
44 Cleans with a paper towel,
as a spill
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Buffalo Blue Cheese
Buffalo Blue Cheese
Buffalo Blue Cheese a
c
Chicken Wrap
Chicken Wrap
Chicken Wrap
t
F
w
Lipstick Mystic: love forecast By Jennifer Shepherd
fi
Distributed by MCT Information Services
G
Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22
f
Mercury, your planetary ruler, moves opposite your sign for
t
Panini

8 Deli machine
9 Ant complex
10 Watson's associate
11 Perked pot contents
12 Couple that's split
13 Dampens
18 Piles
22 Furrier's hides
24 Cookbook contents
25 Streamlined
26 Take down a __: humble

copy editor
‘The Clarion’ is published as a designated public forum for the students of Sinclair
Community College by a student staff every Tuesday during the regular academic
year, and once in July during the summer.
‘The Clarion’ retains the right to all original artwork, logos and business letter
marks used within this publication, and is protected by the laws governing U.S.A.’s
copyright materials.
‘The Clarion’ does not endorse any advertisement published in our print edition
or website.
'The Clarion' retains the right to refuse any advertisement for any reason.

pick 3 combo every

Down

1 McDonald's founder Ray
2 __ Scotia
3 Atlantic republic at the edge
of the Arctic Cir.
4 Roller-coaster ride feeling
5 Climactic tennis match situation
6 Oktoberfest quaff
7 "That turns my stomach"

'the Clarion' location

H

Avainte Saunders

phone: executive editor
9 37.512.29 58

9 37.512.2744
Fax: 937. 512.4590

War-ending pact
Shot put competitor, e.g.
Devil, in Durango
Small or medium
Small songbird
__ out a living: barely got by
Windows alternative
Bueno's opposite
City near Tulsa
Big Apple fashion initials
Anger
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Hope Houston
Reporter

This Valentine’s Day, sparks
were flying, but not just
because love was in the air.
Instead, a grassroots campaign
sparked controversy by asking
lovebirds to boycott the new
“Fifty Shades of Grey” movie
during its holiday opening
weekend in a stand against
domestic violence.
Organized jointly by the
National Center on Sexual
Exploitation (NCOSE), Stop
Porn Culture and the London
Abused Women’s Center
of Ontario, the campaign
#50DollarsNot50Shades urges
people to donate fifty dollars,
or whatever money they would
typically spend at their local
movie theatre, to domestic
violence organizations and
battered women’s shelters, the
Washington Times reports.
On its Facebook page, the
campaign claims that the film
glorifies the abuse of women,
and NCOSE has initiated a social media movement against
the film, particularly through
Facebook photo galleries
whose images describe the
film’s bad boy flame, Christian
Grey, as a “manipulative and
forceful stalker,” among other
things.
Amanda Smith, the communications director of NCOSE

March 10, 2015

(formerly known as Morality
in the Media), said that this
“anti-abuse and pro-survivor”
campaign is meant to spread
awareness on the very real and
harmful effects of the film.
“We want people to support
women and survivors in their
community because real-life
‘Christian and Ana’ relationships, they can happen,” Smith
said. “Women can be hidden
in their homes for years, dealing with this, or in a women’s
shelter, or many women end
up in the cemetery. It’s sad to
say.”
“Fifty Shades of Grey,”
which opened Feb. 13, is based
on the best-selling trilogy of
romance novels by E.L. James.
The novels and film follow Anastasia Steele, a young woman
wrought with innocence, portrayed by Dakota Johnson, and
her bad boy beau, the young
business magnate Christian
Grey, portrayed by Jamie Dornan, as they venture into a new
sexual relationship.
According to the Washington Times, the fundamental
difference between “Fifty
Shades” and other harlequin
romance novels is that it dives
its virginal protagonist into the
world of bondage, domination
and sadomasochism (BDSM),
sporting blindfolds, whips,
chains and all.
For activist groups and

Tribune News Service

Smith, the content of “Fifty
Shades” is falsely veiled
through the guise of a love
story when it is truly dangerously akin to mainstream
pornography.
It’s lying to everyone and
saying it’s a love story, but
it’s not,” Smith said. “When
you remove the glitz and the
glamour, it is bare bones a
story about a predator, preying
on a young, virginal girl and
grooming her into sadistic
sex.”
Smith continued: “We
see that porn has become
the biggest educator of sex,
particularly for men. A lot of
mainstream porn is so violent
now, and most of that violence
is specifically against women.
“Porn has really poised
culture to accept this ‘Fifty
Shades’ story, and ‘Fifty
Shades’ is modelling that
behavior, and Hollywood is really cashing the check on this.”
Furthermore, Smith says
that “Fifty Shades,” like mainstream porn, does not just
depict an alternative sexual
practice, like BDSM, but glorifies abuse entirely.
“The franchise is trying to
make violence sexy,” she said.
“Violence is violence, and
sexualizing it is even worse; it’s
exploitation.”
According to the New York
Daily News, a 2013 study in

the Journal of Women's Health
agrees with Smith’s claims, in
relation to the books.
"The book is a glaring glamorization of violence against
women," said Amy Bonomi,
chair of the Department of
Human Development and
Family Studies at Michigan
State University and lead
author of the study.
After Steele encounters
what Bonomi describes as
Grey’s stalking, intimidation,
isolation and humiliation,
Bonomi said that the book’s
protagonist "begins to manage
her behavior to keep peace
in the relationship, which is
something we see in abused
women," and that “over time,
she loses her identity" and
"becomes disempowered and
entrapped."
These claims surrounding
the “Fifty Shades” franchise
have called into question
whether the film and books
or the practice of BDSM are
what’s truly under fire.
Many members of the
BDSM community disagree
that BDSM lifestyles or practices are inherently violent,
dangerous or unhealthy and,
instead, say that the problem
lies within E.L. James’s depictions of the sexual counterculture.
According to ABC News,
Susan Quillam, a relationship

psychologist and sex advice
columnist, agrees, espousing that couples can healthily
explore the kink of BDSM
without the controversy of
“Fifty Shades.”
"Christian Grey's initial
seduction of Anastasia breaks
every rule in the BDSM book,"
Quillam said to ABC News,
further explaining that the
relationship portrayed in the
“Fifty Shades” franchise is
exploitive "on both sides and
therefore emotionally unsafe
and not sane."
Similarly, in a piece for the
Guardian, Margaret Corvid,
a professional dominatrix,
writes that while “Fifty
Shades” is opening up kink to
the mainstream, “it is designed to arouse, not educate,
and in doing so it leaves out
the things that differentiate
BDSM from abuse,” such as
the concept of consent.
However, Smith believes
that, regardless of consent, the
film’s content still represents
abuse.
“This is not an issue of
consent,” Smith said. “This
is violence, sexual violence.
Consent is not a black and
white issue. It really goes
across a broad continuum,
and your ability to fully have
the freedom to consent is
often compromised when
you’re being abused and

there is trauma.
“In this type of a sexual,
violent relationship, it is not
true informed consent… For
Ana, when she is controlled,
degraded, isolated, trapped,
manipulated, all of that is affecting her ability to make an
informed decision.”
The franchise’s controversy has elicited debate across
campus, and some Sinclair
students disagree with Smith’s
and NCOSE’s view of the film.
Bethany Harbison, a communications major, believes
that these organizations are
getting worked up over nothing that’s their business.
“The controversy about the
movie is just unnecessary,” she
said. “If a man and woman feel
that tying each other up for
erotic pleasure is something
that they enjoy doing, then
so be it. I disagree with the
abuse part. If each participant
is willing to go to the extremes
to pleasure each other, then
so be it. It’s their business and
bedroom concerns, not ours!"
Regardless of the controversy, Harbison thinks that
viewers of the film should be
able to handle its content.
“We have all seen movies
with sexual content,” she
said. “Although this movie
might be a little frisky with
sexual activity, still we're all
adults here.”

Tribune News Service
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Disability cont'd from front

“I do like how all the
buildings are connected on the
third floor and basement,” she
said.
Another Sinclair student
who navigates Sinclair’s
campus in a wheelchair is
mental health technology
major Heidy Louisa,.
Louisa is originally from
Connecticut, and has been
working the same part-time
job after school for about eight
years.
“I work with the best people
in the world,” she said.
Louisa said she has not yet
registered with the office of
disability services.
Louisa is passionate about
music and sings for her church
choir. She told the Clarion
that she has been taking voice
lessons in Sinclair’s Music
Practicum for about six
months.
Louisa said she was called to
ministry when she was 22, and
that music and singing, as well

March 10, 2015p

as her coursework at Sinclair
are part of that calling. Her
passion became evident when
she explained her reasons for
studying the subjects that she
does.
“I cried when I got my
acceptance letter,” Louisa
said. “Now that I know—on
a spiritual level—what I am
called to do … I have so much
peace from that. Being able
to pursue that [at Sinclair] is a
huge blessing.”
Communication major Kraig
Knight is another Sinclair
student who gets around
campus on wheels. He said
he is registered with disability
services.
Because of the nature of
his disability, Knight needs
assistance with note-taking. He
has taken classes at Sinclair and
Wright State, and he said that
Sinclair’s office of Disability
Services is superior to the one
at WSU.
“They are always there when
I need them,” he said. “They are
really flexible.”

Tim Carroll, SCC Business Management major.

Hope Houston
reporter

On Feb. 24, Alaska
joined the ranks of
Washington and Colorado,
becoming the third state to
legalize marijuana use.
According to Time
magazine, Alaska’s now
effective law allows for the
personal, recreational use
of marijuana in non-public
spaces by adults aged 21
or over, and by July 2015,
the state of Oregon might
enact a similar law.
These are just two small
steps in a recent wave
of public support to end
the long and confused
prohibition of marijuana.
Even our nation’s capital
has followed suit, having
legalized the drug on Feb.
26, despite threats from
House Republicans, the
Washington Post reports.

Ultimately, this
insurgent wave of support
has only stoked the fires
of our nation’s contentious
debate on cannabis, the
War on Drugs and civil
liberties.
And, yet, so much
evidence is surmounting
against marijuana
prohibition day by day and,
in many ways, rendering
the debate moot.
Of the most prolific
is the scientific data.
According to Newsweek,
a recent study from the
Scientific Reports journal
found that individuals are
114 times more likely to die
from an alcohol overdose
than ever from a cannabis
overdose.
Poised against the likes
of heroin, cocaine, ecstasy
and methamphetamines,
marijuana was the only
substance in the study
classified as “low risk,”
contrasting starkly
with alcohol, which was
determined to pose the
highest risk to individuals
alongside heroin, cocaine
and nicotine.
If such scientific data
does not impress, then
you can always follow the
green…of dollar signs, that
is. Particularly, Colorado’s
legalization has been
incredibly lucrative for
both its government and
citizens.
In a piece for The

Even though Knight is happy
with the services the office
provides, he said he would like
to see disability services get
more involved on campus.
Knight uses a Power Chair to
get around, and he said he finds
Sinclair’s campus relatively
easy to navigate, except during
winter when the snow and ice
build up.
“Sometimes, if it’s really icy,
my chair will fishtail,” Knight
said with a smile.
Knight is well-known on
campus, but he is quick to
downplay his celebrity.
“I’m just an outspoken guy
who doesn’t let his disability get
to him,” he said.
Business management major
Tim Carroll is in his second
year at Sinclair, and has been
disabled for over 40 years.
He registered with disability
services last semester.
Like Bunn, Louisa and
Knight, Carroll also gets
around in a wheelchair, and he
said that accommodations for
disabled people have definitely

Jason Sedy | Clarion Staff

Providence Journal, James
Aubin, the founder of the
pro-legalization group
Common Sense Citizen,
said that "Colorado raked
in $60 million in marijuana
taxes and licensing fees in
the past year [2014], plus
saved most if not all of the
$145 million the Harvard
report [“The Budgetary
Implication of Drug
Prohibition”] estimated it
spent each year fighting
marijuana.”
All of Aubin’s claims
were verified as true by
Politifact.
This taxation is even
benefiting Colorado
citizens. The incredible
economic success of
Colorado’s legalization
will result in a $7.63 tax
refund this year for every
Colorado adult, according
to Rolling Stone magazine.
For many, these
happenings are reason
enough for potheads
and former hippies to
rejoice; however, while
economics and health
are of consequence, it is
important to recognize
that the issue of cannabis
prohibition is really one
planted in social justice.
The prohibition of
marijuana has been steeped
in racial disparity since its
beginnings.
According to PBS,
Mexican immigrants, who
f looded into the U.S. after

improved since the last time he
attended college.
Carroll is anEast Coast
transplant who likes the slower
pace in Ohio, and also the
fact that there is less snow. He
said that when he took classes
at Northshore Community
College in Massachusetts, the
buildings were quite old, and
not updated for students with
disabilities.
Carroll was not yet in a
wheelchair back then, but got
around with crutches. He said
he found it was much more
difficult to navigate the older
buildings because there were
no elevators.
“It was a lot different than
[Sinclair],” he said. “But I
managed—I was young back
then.”
Jeremy Finton, who is
a Sinclair alumnus as well
as adjunct faculty in the
hospitality management and
culinary arts departments, said
that Sinclair’s elevators bring
to mind an aspect of being
disabled that many able-bodied

folks may not often think of.
Finton, who uses a
wheelchair, said that he doesn’t
have many problems getting
around Sinclair’s campus.
However, he did mention that
sometimes folks in wheelchairs
get crowded out of the elevators
in the busier buildings.
“That just comes with the
territory,” he said.
Finton injured himself in
a diving accident many years
ago, shortly after graduating
from Sinclair’s culinary arts
program. He has been on
Sinclair’s adjunct faculty for
about 12 years.
Finton has found an outlet
for his athletic abilities with
paralympic wheelchair racing.
He said that he raced for
the U.S. team in the World
Championship Paralympic
Track and Field races in New
Zealand and Australia in 2011.
He also took silver and bronze
in the Nationals in Atlanta,
Georgia in 2006.
As a faculty member at
Sinclair, Finton appreciates

the opportunity to make a
connection with students.
“Really, the good thing is
having the flexibility to make
it work for them,” he said. “The
weather, the snow, babysitting
… I’ve noticed that a lot of
students just give up.”
Like Moody, Finton said he
focuses on what can be done
to make the situation better for
struggling students.
“It’s definitely about enabling
the students to be successful,”
he said.

Jimaur Calhoun
arts & entertaiment editor
Since its opening, the
Schuster Center has been
host to successful shows and
continuing this when on the
weekend of March 13th, the
Schuster center will host
the Dayton Philharmonics
Orchestra performance of
“Britten’s War Requiem”
with guest conductor, Keith
Lockhart, who has worked
with the Boston Pops.
Other shows coming to the
Schuster center is “Peter
Pan,” on the weekend of
March 20th, which will be a
collaboration of the Dayton
Philharmonic Orchestra

and the Dayton Ballet and
“Singin’ in the Rain” in the
weekend of April 10, where
conductor Neal Gittleman
will conduct the entire score
of the film while it projects
on a giant screen above the
orchestra.
“The center is one most
important things about
Dayton,” said David Bukvic,
the Director of Marketing
and Communications at
the Schuster center. “It is
part of Downtown Dayton’s
renascence and it, along
with Victoria Theater, the
Oregon District, the RTA
bus hub and 5/3 baseball
field, not only affect downtown but the Montgomery

County region.”
When asked about the
future of Schuster center,
Bukvic said, “the center will
continue to be a touchstone
for downtown development
and a wide diversity of art
forms. It is the performance
arts groups and their performances at the Schuster that
provide a halo effect that
supports downtown Dayton
businesses and residences.”
David Bukvic’s final
thoughts on the center
were, “I like to think of the
Schuster as Dayton’s living
room.”
For more information on
shows, please visit http://
www.schustercenter.org/ .

the Mexican Revolution of
1910, largely introduced
the recreational use of
marijuana into American
culture.
These Mexican
immigrants f locked to
infrastructure jobs, such as
the building of the western
railroads, and by the time
of the Great Depression,
resentment over immigrant
employment coupled with
already brewing prejudice
against Spanish-speaking
peoples became associated
with the use of marijuana.
Public outcries against
Mexican immigrants
“instigated a f lurry of
research which linked
the use of marijuana with
violence, crime and other
socially deviant behaviors,
primarily committed
by ‘racially inferior’ or
underclass communities,”
according to PBS, and
by 1931, 29 states had
outlawed the drug.
Today, prejudice still
dictates the persecution of
pot; the group persecuted
has merely shifted.
According to a 2012
F.B.I. report, someone is
arrested for a marijuanarelated offense roughly
every 42 seconds. In 2013,
693,482 people were
arrested for a marijuana
law violation, in which
88 percent accounted for
possession only, the Drug
Policy Alliance reports.

The missing piece to this
prohibition puzzle is that a
distinctly disproportionate
amount of blacks are
arrested and incarcerated
for marijuana possession.
In fact, while whites
and blacks use the drug at
nearly the same rate, a 2013
A.C.L.U. report found that
blacks are 3.7 times more
likely than whites to be
arrested for possession on
average, according to the
New York Times.
In some states, like Iowa,
blacks are 8.3 times more
to be arrested than whites,
but in other counties across
the country, blacks can be
up to 30 times more likely
to be arrested.
While much of our
nation’s conversation
openly mocks marijuana
legalization into a
stereotypical degradation
of free lovin’ hippies,
Rastafarians donning
dreads and bong-toting
college dropouts,
actual human lives are
being persecuted and
demoralized.
Law enforcement
drafted into the War on
Drugs spend much time
and effort strategizing
their ground-policing in
minority neighborhoods
and communities where
young black men, the most
persecuted, are easy to
find, especially on foot.
Wealthier neighborhoods

and demographics are
often overlooked.
Most marijuana cases are
classified as misdemeanors,
resulting in fines or
probation, with only six
percent of cases leading
to felony convictions, the
New York Times reports.
But these misdemeanor
charges add up and plague
the lives of young black
people for years to come.
Some will lament, “Well,
then don’t do drugs!”
However, it is here wherein
the disparity lies.
The same rulebook
rarely applies to white
counterparts, who are
allowed to “experiment,”
go through “phases” and be
given proverbial slaps on
the wrist. While blacks face
racial profiling, prejudice
and life-altering sentences,
whites are issued warnings,
benefits of the doubt and
privilege.
Historically and
presently, marijuana
prohibition has been and
still is a means to segregate
and disenfranchise
minorities.
While scientific and
economic arguments in
the case of marijuana
legalization are
compelling, I think it is
far more ethical to angle
marijuana legalization as a
repeal of racist policy and,
ultimately, as a promotion
of racial equality.

Jason Sedy | Clarion Staff

Jeremy Finton,SCC adjunct faculty.
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Editor, Clarion:
I just finished reading
“Dayton Drivers Beat
Traffic Cameras” in the
February 17th issue of
the Clarion. As a former
journalist myself who has
also been involved in the
front-line fight against
these revenue generators,
I must point out a glaring
problem with this report. I
realize that the Clarion is a
student paper and a training
ground, so please accept
this critique in the spirit in
which it is intended.
I have found it totally
incongruous that cities like
Dayton (and Trotwood,
against whom I fought)
constantly promoted the
use of these travesties as
safety devices, right up until
they lost the fight in the
legislature. Then, almost as
if overnight, they bemoaned
the unspoken truth in the
fact that “cities will go
broke.” In other words,

traffic cameras are not,
nor were they ever, about
public safety over revenue.
It’s a very large part of why
the citations were made so
very difficult to fight, even
to the point of outright
denial of due process.
This is a rather serious
contradiction that the
Clarion did try to point out,
but I feel you dropped the
ball in your use of sources.
Having done a very
large amount of research
on this topic and actually
finding precious little to
support their use other
than the aforementioned
copious revenue, I was a
bit surprised to see the
Clarion quote Columbus
Department of Public
Safety Director George
Speaks for expertise when
obviously the city of
Columbus stands to gain
big dollars from the use
of traffic cameras, thus
making his viewpoint
somewhat suspect. Then,

in an effort to support Mr.
Speaks, the Clarion turned
to “traffic studies like the
one by the “Traffic Safety
Coalition.” This caught me
a bit off-guard, as I had not
previously heard of that
group. I decided to do a
quick Google on them.
It didn’t take long. The
very first line on the home
page of the group’s website
(trafficsafetycoalition.com
rather than “.org” was a
tip-off !) states “The Traffic
Safety Coalition is funded
by the traffic safety camera
industry and its supporters
to assist ongoing advocacy
and education efforts
of traffic safety experts,
law enforcement, public
officials, victims' advocates,
health care professionals
and concerned citizens
committed to making our
roads and intersections
safer for drivers, passengers,
and pedestrians.” Funded
by the traffic safety camera
industry and its supporters?

Advocacy and “education”
(propaganda, maybe)?
Could an otherwise
legitimate reporter see a
problem here, assuming
the “source” was properly
vetted prior to publication?
Would one expect anything
different from such a
“source”?
The site goes on to
allege that “No TSC
partner organization or
individual is compensated
for their involvement.”
Perhaps your reporter
is unaware that most
traffic camera equipment
is pretty much given to
the end users (cities and
towns) in exchange for a
percentage of the revenue
generated. I daresay those
percentages add up to a
hefty compensation for the
funding group!
But I’m left wondering
how many other readers
know this? If so, they didn’t
learn it from the Clarion but
rather from an individual

effort. That simple fact
leaves the reporting suspect
in this case.
True journalism requires
better inquisition than this.
Our form of government
can only be successful with
an informed citizenry, and
such is the role of “the
Fourth Estate” in keeping
rights violations such as
traffic cameras and the
subsequent due process
faults in check. While I
realize that the Clarion
is a training ground for
journalism students, let this
critique show that, in this
instance, the ball was not
only dropped but shattered.
In the future, it’s important
for students to keep in
mind that a source is not
legitimate until vetted and
identified as independent.
It really didn’t take that
long to do so myself, but I
shouldn’t have had to.
Bill Mervar
Automotive Technology

,
Now hiring: self-motivated, reliable applicants for part-time commercial cleaning

opportunities. Must have own vehicle. Must pass background check and drug screening.
Apply online at www.BealsJanitorial.com.
NOTICE OF ABANDONED PROPERTY SALE

The Sinclair Police Property Room has in their possession items of abandoned property
which have gone unclaimed for a period of time in excess of ninety (90) days. Pursuant
to an Order from the Dayton Municipal Court, these items will be offered at auction.
To obtain the return of such items prior to being disposed of, the rightful owner should
contact Lt. Dennis Leavitt at 937-512-2700.
'The Clarion' does not necessarily endorse any paid advertisement. We do not investigate nor accept responsibility
for the truth or accuracy of any statement made by the advertiser in any ads. Deadline for placing a classified ad is
Tuesday at 5 p.m. for the following Tuesday's issue. Classified ads may be submitted at 'the Clarion' in Room 8027.

Letters to the editor may be submitted to the Clarion in Building 8 Room 027 or by
email,
clarion@sinclair.edu. Submissions might be edited for space.
No anonymous submissions will be accepted. All submissions must include author's
name and phone number. The Clarion reserves the right to edit all letters. Deadline is
Monday at noon for the following Tuesday publication. There will be no exceptions to
this policy.
Submission does not guarantee publication. Space availability determines
publication. When space is limited, articles may be filed for publication at a
later date.
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Dayton Police cont'd from front Radelet, who is CEO of Big

Each group consisted of
community members, a
police officer, and a mediator
from the Dayton Mediation
Center. A series of questions
were asked aimed at getting a conversation started
between the police and community members.
Many other organizations that are involved with
bettering the community
were in attendance; organizations such as, The Victory
Project, United Way and
Big Brothers Big Sisters.
These organizations share a
common goal of helping the
youth find ways of bettering
their situations.
Williams explained that
the Dayton Police department will continue to use social media and other means
to attract the community’s
youth to attend Putting the
Pieces Together. Fifteen to
20 year olds are the target
according to Williams.
His big brother Joeseph

Brothers Big Sisters of the
Greater Miami Valley, accompanied Dior Davidson,
13, to the event.
Davidson has been little
brother to Radelet for two
and a half years, and enjoys
many of the same things any
teenager would. He plays
football, is active in church,
and sings in a church based
rap group know as Ballers of
America.
“He’s helped me with my
math, he’s helped me be
more out in the open,” said
Davidson. “Usually I keep
to myself, but after knowing him I’m out in front of
everybody.”
Radelt has been involved
with Big Brothers Big Sisters
since 1973 when he took his
first little brother under his
wing. He served as CEO in
the Detroit area before moving to Ohio.
“It’s been a huge part of
my life,” said Radelet.
Matthew Purkey, a former
Marine, sits on the board

of directors for The Victory
Project, a Dayton based
mentoring program for
young men, and works for
United Way.
He explained that growing up in rural Waynesville,
Ohio didn’t expose him to
many of the tings youth are
confronted with in the Dayton area and that events like
these are important.
“I do [feel it is important]
because you interact with
other populations you don’t
typically interact with,” said
Purkey. “So it brings a different perspective, it challenges
your own thought process.”
Demarcus Suggs, program coordinator for The
Victory Project, expressed
that the event was “eyeopening, different than expected. It opened my eyes
in ways I never thought it
would.”
Member of The Victory
Project, Robert Baber, felt
“it was a good experience.”
“Not enough, but it’s a
great start.” Said Wiley

Matt Sells | Clarion Staff

Dayton Police officers mingled with community members while enjoying food donated by the Dayton PD and
community. Children were treated with popcorn and cotton candy.

“I think we have a strong
core group of sophomores
that will definitely lead the
team in that direction,”
Hansman said, who grew
up in Vandalia.
“I also believe, what Eric
said, our sophomore guys
are very connected, we
have a very strong bond

Baseball continued from front

together. Not only that,
but we have a connection
between the whole team
in general, I think a little
bit better than last year.
We only needed a couple
more games to make it to
the World Series and we’ll
see if we can do it this
year,” says Keenan Carter,
a sophomore catcher out of
Middletown.
Coach Dintaman is
very optimistic about the
upcoming season and
pitching is one of the many
reasons why. He explains
how pitching has a ton
of experience and a lot of
depth as they enter the
season.
“Two guys that stand out
on the mound who are returning from last year are

Mitch Asman and Mason
Aelker. Mitch is a right
handed pitcher out of Elder
High School. Last year he
was one of our fixtures in
the bullpen. This year he is
bigger, stronger, and faster.
Asman will be entering
our rotation as a top four
starter. The other guy is
Aelker who is a left handed
pitcher. Another hammer
in the bullpen who had a
big breaking ball. He is a
big situation guy so if we
had the bases loaded we
would get him in to get us
out of it,” says Dintaman.
The Tartans have already
opened up their season
down in Georgia and are
sitting at a record of 2-2 as
of March 5th.

Matt Summers
Reporter

As details begin to emerge
regarding possible revenue
and locations for marijuana
farms, the race to get a ballot
for legalizing marijuana is on.
According to an article
on centredaily.com, a group
called “ResponsibleOhio”
is pushing to get a constitutional amendment on the
November ballot that would
legalize the sale of marijuana
for medical and recreational
use.
Three hundred and fourty
five acres of land would be
used throughout 10 different
farms if the ballot is passed.
There would be three farms
in the northwest, four in the
southwest, two in central
Ohio, and one in northwest
Ohio. The closest location
for Dayton citizens would be
in the city of Moraine where
nearly 51 acres would be used
to farm the plant.
Chase Ritenauer, mayor of
the northeastern Ohio city of
Lorain, says that even though
he has never smoked cannabis, he is not against someone
developing a large indoor
marijuana farm on undeveloped city-owned property.
According to centredaily.
com, Ritenauer says that the
marijuana farm could bring
$2 million annually for his
economically struggling city
of 64,000 people.
If the proposal were to
reach the ballot, anyone over
the age of 21 could buy as

much as one ounce of cannabis. The farms would not be
permitted within 1,000 feet
of schools, churches, daycare
centers and playgrounds.
With Oregon and Alaska
being the two newest additions to allow recreational
use, more data will be coming
in about just how much revenue the states are making by
taxing marijuana sales.
According to an article on
nerdwallet.com Colorado was
expected to make as much as
$70 million from marijuana
sales taxes. They said that if
every state were to legalize it,
the US could gain just over
$3 billion in taxes per year.
California would be expected
to make the most out of all
the states with about $519
million. For comparison, that
money almost takes care of
the 2013 budget for the California Department of Parks
and Recreation. Ohio would
be expected to rake in a nice
chunk of money around
$122 million in one year.

While the money does
sound nice and would be very
beneficial if used properly, not
everyone is on board with the
idea.
Chuck Boso, a city administrator in Grove City, was not
one of the smiling faces after
learning about how one of the
farms would be in his town,
according to dispatch.com
“We’ve forwarded this on
to our city attorney to see
exactly what this means to the
city and if there is something
we can do to control this. I
don’t think it would be the
type of business we would
recruit,” Boso said.
As of right now, the ballot is
still in the process of making
it past the proposal stage. The
issue relies heavily on bringing in tax revenue and the
jobs that Responsibile Ohio
is promising. It also does not
help their cause that Gov.
John Kasich and four other
non judicial office holders
have all said they are against
the amendment.

